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briefs
Law Library Addition
To Be Dedicated
In October

Lawyers Chb,and the dedication
program Sa'turday afternoon.
A third major dedicatory event
is a conference on the theme
"The Legalization of American
Society,"to be held at the Law School
Friday morning and af ternaon, and
Saturday morning.

A raservatioa form on which
alumni can reserve dedf cation
banquet tickets and make hotel
reservation has been inserted in
this issue of Law Quad Notes.

The ~~~rafa~e~ce
will consider the
"rapid espcadon of law and
p e m o a t a l rqpisstti~nin crmm 04
hefifian Iffe mot hemtofore
x~ltbjectgdte 1-1
imgulartyan'kr
whiem "ledinterventionearlier

ommed e4 a amller scr~lte,"
~1-d- fd WM law Pmf. Fr~rpvsisk
Allqa3wbo heads ths ~oonf~maw
commitiee m p m i b l i for
~ planniw

this went.
While muchsttm~tionbw d m d y '
&awn&va?ed b daa BQ-dpcd"law
;
.exgloda~n!'-parti~~Sy
inwead
aaaounts of litigWn befate the mur@
and a b m i i v a p n d a e t h e .
mafernacewill bts griflp~trily
wnwrnd with tha tau- and
m ~ q a e n m of
s "the trsrwfer ai
pwrs of dabion from private
pereons and graups to emfiesof the
state." aacordiingto
MAU.
The peofesoor nohe that papars
prepmd for the mdrsrenm me to be
publbhed in a mad! book that d l
oommie:marate t
bddicatba af
librar sddltilaltz.
Allen will o en the oonfsrrrnce
F f i b y morning wi a paper mamirag
ihe genemk 3ccope gf ths 1confer9aak
0th~~
mnfewnw partiolpmbland
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their topics are as follows:
-U-M law Prof. David L. Chambers
will speak Friday morning on the
"legalization of the family." His paper
will discuss the transfer of
decisionmaking powers for many
family issues-such as child care and
rights of wives-from the family unit
to courts and social agencies.
-Also speaking Friday morning
will be Prof. Christina Whitman,
whose paper will deal with the
elevation of private rights to the
constitutional level. The paper will
focus on torts cases illustrating the
upgrading of rules of private law to,
constitutional status, which has led to
an increase in the "weight of
governmental intervention" and a
"movement from state to federal
jurisdiction," according to Whitman.
-On Friday afternoon, Prof. Josep
E. Sax discusses new forms of legal
regulation of economic enterprise. His
paper will explore regulatory
problems concerning environmental
protection, industrial safetv and
gA&%iiq.:
similar issues.
-Another Friday afternoon speaker
is Prof. Peter 0.Steiner, whose paper
deals with costs and benefits of
economic regulation. The paper will
consider the de-regulation movement
and will evaluate the pros and cons of
state intervention in American
economic life.
-The Saturday morning speaker is
Theodore J. Lowi, senior professor of
American institutions at Cornell
University, whose paper dealswith
social and political causes of the
legalization of American society. This
paper will consider the phenomenon
of legal regulation as a whole as it
-elates to American political and
,ocial systems.
The conference will also include
commentaries by other scholars. A
round-table discussion will follow the
final presentation Saturday morning.
The dedication ceremony Saturday
afternoon will mark completion of the
Law School's $9.2 million
underground library addition that is
being financed privately from
proceeds of the Law School's
successfully completed three-year
capital campaign.
Situated on the corner of Monroe
and Tappan streets, the L-shaped
structure extends three levels below
the ground and is covered by an open
landscaped area. The underground
design was selected by the Law
School's Alumni Development
Committee and the Faculty Building
Committee over several alternative
designs. A major consideration was
that the underground library addition
would least conflict with the Gothic

st le of the existing Law Quadraqle
(tie style of which could not be
duplicated today art a rer~onable~ o e t )
~ e s i b n e dby srchitect Gunnar
Birkerte of Birmingham, Mich,, the
new library addition will
accammodate some 180,000booka as
well as microfilming facilities,
thereby easin overcrowded
conbttions in t e existing Law Library.
Achording to Beverley J. Pooley,
director of the U-M Law Library, end
assistant director Margaret Leery, thcs
new 77,000-square-foot addition will
contain 82,000 square feet of
"finished" space and 15,002)square
feet of "unfinished" space that could
accommodate future library
expansion.
In addition to providing book
storage space, the new structure will
include space for library staff, student
journal offices, carrels and other
study areas, a seminar room and a
lounge, and computer terminals. The
library addition will contain seating
for some 353 students, including seats
in carrels, around tables, in the
lounge, and in balcony areas around
lightwells.
Unusual design features include a
dramatic 150-foot-longskylight within
a moat facing the original Law
Library. A simaller, triangular shaped
skylight will be at the opposite end of
the b u i l d i y
Library lrector Pooley is enthused
by the energy-mving feature9 of the
underground building. Because of the
insulating characteristics of the
surrounding earth, the building will
use less energy for both winter
heating and summer cooling.
Kenneth Beaudry, manager af
utilities systems for the U-M Plant
Department, estimates that the new
building hill use between one-fourth
and one-third of the energy consumed
by a comparable above-ground
facility. This could mean savings of as
much as $50,000 a year in utility costs
for the building, says Beaudry. He also
notes that heating and cooling are of
particular significance for a library
fpcili ty because constant temperature
and humidity levels must be
maintained in order to properly care
for library books.
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4 - M Is A Leader
In Low Teacher Output
A "disproportionate" number of
fall-time law teacher$ in the nation
are graduates of o "relect" group of
law achoolrs, eccordin to a study
released by the Amer can Bar
Foundtttion in Chicago.
The U-M Law School rates among
the top five of those whoolr, which
roduced 33.2 percent of all full-time
Lw teachers, according to the study.
Producere of the largest number of
teachers [in order) were: Harvard
University, Yale University, Columbia
University, U M , Univerlsity of
Chicago, and New York Unive~aity.
The study, carried out by Donna
Possum, a Fellow of the Baldy Center
for Law and Policy at Buffalo, N.Y.,is
the American Bar Foundation's first
major rtudy of law teachers.
Of full-time teachere on the
faculties of almost 160 U.S. law
schools, "39.2 percent received their
J. D. (Juria Doctor) degrees from one
of a group of only five law schools,
while an additional 25.7 percent
received theirs from one of another 15
law schools," said the study.
"Thus, almost 80 percent of the legal
profession's teaching specialists were
the products of fewer than 15 percent
of the nation's accredited law
schools."
The study was based on data on fulltime teachers holding the rank of
dean, associate dean, and assistant to
full rofessor during the 1975-76
aca emic year.
"The success of the graduates of this
small group of elite law schools in the
field of law teaching is undoubtedly a
consequence, in part,of the relatively
- universal manner in which more able
students tend to be allocated to
higher-quality institutions," the report
said.
"This su gests that the graduates of
these elite aw schools would tend to
be the best qualified to teach or
practice law, and by hiring graduates
of these law schools, institutions
would be acquiring the best talent
available.
"This success also appears to be the
result of the ability of these elite law
schools to successfully sponsor their
graduates who want to be law
teachers. That is, thew law schools
pmeess the contrcts necessary to
effectively place their graduates on
the faculties d other law whools .
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Wade H.McCree, Jr.,
JoinsU-M Law Faculty
Wade H. McCree, Jr., the U.S.
solicitor general for the past three and
a half years, has been named to the
faculty of U-M Law School.
U-M law Dean Terrance Sandalow
said McCree will formally join the
faculty in the fall, 1981. The dean said
McCree's teaching schedule will lean
heavily on his background as judge
and solicitor general.
"McCree is one of the nation's most
distinguished lawyers," said
Gandalow. "Because of his
experience, he will serve as an
important resource for students. His
background makes him unique-there
is simply no one else in the country
who has his experience."
McCree, 60. was appointed to the
solicitor general's post in 1977 by
President Jimmy Carter. He stepped
down from the post after Carter
was succeeded in office by Ronald
Reagan.
A practicing lawyer in Detroit from
1948 to 1952, McCree was appointed
by Gov. G. Mennen Williams to the
Wayne County Circuit Court in 1954,
making him the first black man to sit
on a Michigan court of record.
In 1961, after winning re-election,
McCree was appointed to the U.S.
District Court for the eastern district
of Michigan by President john F.
Kennedy; and in 1966, President
Lyndon Johnson appointed him to the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit.
As the U.S. solicitor general,
McCree was the nation's top lawyer,
formulating and sometimes arguing
the government's position in court
cases and deciding which cases were
to be appealed. Much of his work has
been before the U.S. Supreme Court,
where he has argued some 25 cases in
three and a half years.
Born in Des Moines, Iowa, on July 3,
1920, McCree is a graduate of Fisk
University and received a law degree
from Harvard Law School. He has
received honorary degrees from many
institutions, including an honorary
Doctor of Laws from the U-M in 1971.
He served four years in the U.S.
Army during World War I1 and was
awarded the Combat Infantry Badge
and the Bronze Star. In 1956, he was a
U.S. delegate to the Third United
Nations Congress on the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders, which was held in
Stockholm, Sweden.
McCree has served as an adjurlut
faculty member at Wayne State
Unive sity Law School, the Universitv

I

Wade H. McCree, Jr.

of Detroit Law Schoal, and es a hw
faculty member at the 8dzbarg
Seminar in American studies,b d
Indiana University summer schsok,
He is a fellow of the American Bar
Foundation, a member of the board of
diqectors of the Nationhl Judicial
College, a former director of the
American Judicature Society, md was
a member of the initial haard of the
Fedefd Judicial Center.
He 18 a member sf the American Bar
Association's Starmding Cammittee on
Judicial Slelectisn, Tenure and
Compensation, and the Lawyers'
Conference Committee on the Feddral
Courts and Judiciary.
McCree is marrieid td the former
Dores M.McCrarv and has two
, l ~ a u ~ h t e ar sson.
, ind a grandson.

expedihoe. Roclbwl sfye h i sxpscta
to paturn to law telaehing "Mth p o b r
undaratanding of t h Mn&
~
sf
chsll~sngasfpciag prsctidng 1 r ~ y a r ~ 1 ,
end with g e a t appedstlon for the
skills they &mve10gto mei&tthadsr
chall gis.
"Uxike aca
ho have time
te think through roblem~@arefully
end of tan In an a!
l a ~ a emsnasr!
t
ha
government lawyers in Waahin@on
and thore in private praotice ara
required to Borne up with firm and
reliable enawers on short noticm. The
position8 t h y take under p e a t time
reasurea must hold up once the mids
a8 assed," BPYB Roaberg.
T e lnkernatio~allaw counselor's
poat in the Office of the Legel Advisor
was established m e 12 years ago to
bridge the p p between the academic
community and the federal ,
government.
A number of notable authoritie~in
the field (14 international law have
served in &hepost, including Stephen
Schwebel, newly elected to the
International Court af Justice, and the
late Richard Baxtglr, who aleo served
on that court.
A 19$8 gr-ate
of Harvard College,
Rosberg went on to receive a law
degree from Harvard in 1971, and then
served as a law clerk for Chief J ~ d g e
David L. Basel~nof the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Wa~hington,D.C., and for
Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
After working for the Washington
law firm of Covington fli Hurling,
Rosberg joined the U-Mlaw faculty in
1974. He h q taught international law,
civil p~ocadure,conflict of laws,
copyright law, and the law of
nationality and immigration.
I
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?IIISpends Year

At State Department

adjudicate monetary claims of
American: citizens and corporations
against the government of Iran. As
part of the U.S.-banian financial
settlement, $3: billion in Iranian funds

Some U-M Students
Espouse More Than
JustThe Law
'

[Editom Note: For this story ncrtfng the rise
'in the number af low students married to
other law students, low school student
writer Laura R.Moseley interviewed
seven rnamigd couplee who have been
jointly pursuing their low degreea at
Michigan.]

The phenomenon of the married
law student ia nothing new, But a
growing number of them are married
to other law gtudents, and in same
cases the vows are taken during the

,
I

I

even 10 yeBrao ago."
Stillwagom continues, "The entering
married couple is another dimemian ,
of this expanding admissions
experienue. Many married coupleas do
not announce that they are married to
each other when concurrently ,
Karen and Peter Shinevar
applying. It is udlually in the
acceptanoe process that we discover
that we have accepted both partners
after getting married," ccmmented
or rejected one of the marital
p a r t n e ~If. we are initially aware of
Karen.
the applicant's marital status as it
Peter, seeing no problem with a tworelates to another applicant or to a
career marriage, cited his mother's
and dad's independent careers as a
student currently enrolled in the Law
Schoal, some effort and consideration ' good example of how a two-career
marriage can successfully survive.
) isgiven to the married couple or
"If you can find the time for
individual apouse applying. However,
there is no formal Law School policy
marriage, you seem able to find the
In this ares."
time for everything else too,"
observed Karen.
This year at the 6-MLaw School.
Karen and Peter are not only
, there are at least seven married
couples pursuing the J.D.degree.
married law students, but each has
: Some of these students are also
been extremely active in Law School
activities. Peter, who received his J.D.
completing requirements for a Ph.D.
degree in August, 1980, is anticipating
, or master's degree from another
academic program within the
a Ph.D. degree in economics in
University.
August, 1981, from the University. A
=; What type of law student can blend
former assodate editor and senior
the rigors of the first years of marriage
editor of the Michigan Law Review,
with the discipline and other demands Peter Shinevar will begin a judicial
of the legal experiencie?What
clerkship with JudgeHatry T.
personality tr!its allow the sense of
Edward8 of the U.S.Court of Appeals
commitment and challenge that being
for the Washington, D.C.,Circuit.
married to another law student
Karen, former associate editor and
dictates?
notes and comment editor d the U-M
Journal of LUWRefom, received her
Kmsn and Peter Shiwvar: Karen and
1.D. degas in ~ a ylgal,
, and inknds
Peter Shinevar met while he was a
to practice law in the Washington,
D.C.,area with a small firm.
I
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Diane and Jeff Lehman
I

i school marriage. Pete is interested in a

large firm practice and I'm not,"
concluded Karen.

,

Diane and JeffreyLehman: Jeffrey
Lehman began college hoping to
become a math prdessor but during
his junior year at Cornell, he decided
to consider career alternatives
spanning computer research to the
law.
"I felt that pursuing scholarship in
math was just too solitary and lonely.
Both of my parents are lawyers so I
had a realistic view of the legal
practitioner." Lehman continues,
"Diane and I met at Cornell while
undergraduates. She's known she
wanted to practice law since a
jurisprudence course in high school."
"Yes, but I've also had other
interests including a family-centered
life," Diane interjects. In addition to
her law degree, which she expects in
May, 1982, she is working to receive a
Master of Public Policy degree from
U-Mwith a certificate of
specialization in gerontology.
Diane and Jeff concur in appraising
the law school environment for
newlyweds: "The law school years
allow a couple time to adjust and
adopt i n a fairly safe and stable
environment. Your real world
problems and constraints can be
responded to under a controlled time
frame, whereas once on the job, the
marriage is subject to the
uncontrollable demands of career and
other outside influences."
Jeffrey, former edi tor-in-chief and
associate editor of the Michigan Law
1

Review, received his J.D. d e p e e and a
master's degree from the U-M
Institute of Public Policy Studies in
May, 1Q81.Me will be a law clerk for
Chief Judge Frank M. Coffin of U.8,
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
(Portland, Maine) after graduation.
Yet Jeff continues, "Law school
poses different stresses than
encountered under regular marital
condifions because the law school
experience is a 24-hour ordeal. You
have to be extremely flexible,"
Diane adds, "Both partners face
maximum stress during exams while
in the real world, the individual stress
times usually don't occur
simultaneously."
Diane and Jeff mutually note,
"We've taken classes together and
really enjoyed it. But some marrie
law couples feel uneasy in the sa
class. They feel the competiti
pressure is just too much. Aca
competition within a marria
awfully destructive. If youke
job-oriented, potentially high
spouses, the law marriages see
work out if the partners*intere
in different legal areas."

,
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Sheryl and William Powers: "We got 2'
married while we were both working^ '
on master's -degrees at The Universitx.
of Michigan after having met and
dated during our undergraduate days .
at Michigan," commented Sheryl
Powers in evaluating being a first-year
law student who is married to a
graduating law school senior.
"It's great being married to a law
student because he understands that you have to study first. I've known +.,
both worlds. Being a wife to a law
,.
student without being there myself
and being a law student, too. Being the
wife who is also the law student is less
frustrating and much easier on the
personal relationship.
"Now, instead of me dying to go out' .
and not understanding why he has so :
much studying, we both studyL
independently and together. And
when we can grab an evening off it's a
rich and mutually appreciated gift."
Bill Powers reflects, "I didn't
consider a legal career seriously until
just before applying to law school.
Sheryl's interest began as an
undergrad and continued in her
career as a clinical social worker. My
great interest in politics prompted the '
law school choice.
"When friends learned that Sheryl
was beginning law school and
scheduled to attend the same law
school with me, we received dire
predictions about divorce and
warnings that seven out of ten law
school marriages end in divorce. But
there is a distinct and profound
I

'

'
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hmcain the at;rtmm un cr
M?a;~Ianhip
whm aaly
oftits
pirrtnsre la inlaw stlhoal. It'o bmn our
axpi@noethJwhern.lro&pactnew
mebr law gchoal, it can achdly be
fun."
B411 received his ,D.degree fhi8
poit&ambsr an mtdpater
m~eiwing
a d~toroltsrlnecono*ics in
Mety, I=, fmm NUcklgm. Sheryl
/ antid %teareceivi her 1.D. in my.
~ i o to
r law ec ool, she ~eceivced
her MBS~BP
of Sociql Work in clinical
ce~sworkmd worked roferslonelly
'
q cunical aodal war er.
Shw 1d;eclrrrea, "Ffnmces, That'e
the rearmarital problem while in law
schoal. We've been a working couple
f ~ several
r
yema. h d then, suddenly
you're back in school and you have to
fill out financial aid farms requesting
information about the financial etatus

J

1
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of your parentosven though you
haven't received money from your
parents in years.
'Professional graduate rachools have
to Mart amammodating the pbovan
financial responeibility of the
returning student who has already
experienwd career success. It's
demeaning to be treatad financially as
a ohiid when a student has a roven
and commendable financial istory."
Prior to and during law echraol, Bill
was a policy analyst for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency; a
maduate teaching assistant at the W-M
In~tituteof Public Policy: former
director, programming services of the
U-MOffice of Student Programs; an
assistant to an economist, Whirlpool
Corporation; end assistant
economentfician, Clark Equipment
Corpora tian.
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Margaret and Phillip Holmaa: Phil,
the certified public accountant, and
Margaret, the engineer, met, fell in
love, and got married while at the
Michigan Law School. Phil, e
December Law School graduate,
works for a law firm in the
Renaissance Center in Detroit.
Margaret received her J.D. degree this
May. Margaret is postponing an active
law career for several years but
expects to pureue part-time legal
empl~ymsntso thrat maximum time is
s ent with the Holman's six-monthofd baby. Says Margaret, "The semester I was
pregnant, I got my highest gsede point
average-rr. 4.0, I was so datermined to
have a healthy baby end e sucoessful
aeme~terthat I: was more organized
and prepared then before or since."
Marga~e
t continues. "The f ~llowing
semester when the baby was born
hawever, I only toak one oourse."
Phil ardd~,"We have a beautiful
beby whose presence adds to our life.

Being newlywe& and new parenu ~n
law school b ohallrrging.But b e c a m
we w ~ ~ k before
e d entering law
eghael, we had an tion~artsenlse about
what marriage a d the law wauld
wquire. And in~teadaf the baby
,
creating more problemr, be kas
created new j ~ y .
"Finanwe, of mwe, remain a
cornrinlzingconcern. We've mtten by so far h~nlue
larnelv to student loans."
Noma end Stewart Sdwab: Norma and Stewart were high schml
sweethearts in Chapel Hill, N.C.They
ot married shortly after he graduated
rom Swartbmore md she graduated
in nwsing from the Univsrsit of
~ o r t Carolina
h
at chapel Hill
"The f i ~ ayear
t
of marriage ias; the
only time that we haven't been
students, But, I was working as a nurse
when Stewart started at Michigan Law
8chwl. Wen I applied to law school
afterwar&, my father said I would
forget thoughts of a law career t h e g 4 a
minute I got pregnant," Norma smiles.
"Well, Justin is two years old and I'm
graduating from law school this May
with a job in sight. Actually, my
father, the professor. and my whole
family is quite pleased with my legal
efforts now."
Norma began law school at Wayne
State University in Detroit and then
transferred to U-MLaw School. She
started at Michigan Law School while
pregnant and gave birth to Justin on a
Wednesday, returned to classes that
Friday and took an exam that same day.
Stewart advocates, "Graduate
school is a great time to have a child
because as a father you actually get to
know and play with your child and
emotionally grow with your wife and
child. The pressure and sweat shop
hours of a beginning law career limits
this type of time with a family."
As to Norma switching from nursing
to law, Stewart comments, "I knew
she was dissatisfied with nursing. I
wanted her to try something
interesting. Law seemed a natural
choice."
Says Norma, "People would warn
us of the competition that might arise
between us: but since we're headed in
totally different legal directions, it
doesn't apply."
Stewart begins a judicial clerkship
with the Honorable J. Dickson
Phillips, U.S.Court of Appeals
(Fourth Circuit) sitting in Durham,
N.C., and Norma begins work with a
solo legal practioner in Chapel Hill
whose general practice includes food
and drug regulation law. Stewart, a
former note editor of the Michigan
Law Review, expects to receive his
Ph.D. in economics this year from the
University.
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.-' Michi an, With b t h of ua at&emtm~
rchoaf the pntcaula lrrasna and we .
i am tbh to rsindoree each othar In
terms dl! arRdy, discipline a d '
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camniitmraslts."
1
jarniler and Gibbon Peel they have
licked the earnpetithe problenr by
reeomizhg sach ather's sbafigPhg and
wealheaiaes,"Chle of u~ test bettee rad
.
the ot er le b ~ t s at
p the wtusrl
qmeEyl u and understanding, Tslgethar,
ws cornplernant the learntng
experience,"
Jamie says, "We're t a k i n ~two
courses togethe5 t h i semester
~
and it'
really b e ~ great.
n
The best study aid
going over the materiel together."
Gibbon cadds, "There are some
problem8 when interviewing for
positions with law firme. Most law
firm interviewers aren't prepared for
the law student mlarriedcouple
interviewing at theh f i m . If it's a
small city like the place Jamie and I
prefer to work, the firm usualJy only
allows one marital partnerlto work in
that city and rhe other pa~thlermust
find a job elsewhere. This summer
Gibbon and Jamie will be living in a
place equi-distant from Santa Fe and
Albuquerque, N.M., the locations of
theix summer cI&ship assignments.
'
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Daniel Gibbon and his wife, JamieBischoff
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JamieBischotr and Daniel Gibfbn:
Married for two and a half years,
Jamie and Gibbon (he's affectionately
called by his last name) were headed
in different career directions before
law school. Gibbon continues his
interest in natural resources through
the study of environmental law and
also anticipates a master's degree in
natural resource policy from the U-M
School of Natural Resources this May.
Jamie exhibits her skills as a former
assistant editor, Charles Scribner's
Sons (New York), as copy editor for
the law student newspaper weekly,
Res Gestae.
"When my parents realized that I
was going to law school, my mother
asked me why I couldn't just be
satisfied with marrying a lawyer. She
wanted to know why I wanted to be a
lawyer too. My parents always wanted
me to be a writer. But even when I was
a kid my nickname was 'the D.A.'
because I always interrogated
everyone unmercifully. Today,
everyone is quite supportive and
happy with our career decisions,"
commented Jamie.
Gibbon notes, "My parents were
delighted that I selected the law since
my family has a tradition of several
generations of lawyers and my
parents thought for some rime that I
might not select the law for a career.
"We had originally decided it would
be better for our relationship if we
went to different law schools. I started
at Wayne State University Law
School, but the physical distance
added unneceseary stress to our
relationship, so I applied to transfer to
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Jon met as summer starters in law
school, they were engaged. But not to
each other. For some time, they
thought of their friend~hipas nothing
more than being "great pals." Law
brought them together and the
distance of responding to interview
"flybacks" helped them see their
relationship clearly. Both sets of
parents were "overjoyed" with the
new engagwent announcement.
, Sometimes the Lauers take the sam
classes, sometimes they don't. Havin
gone through the first-year courses
together, the daily competitive factor
appears non-existent.
"Interviewing with law firms for
summer clerkships is a different
matter. We split the list of firms in a
city we're interested in down the
~ i d d l and
e I take one part of the list
and Jon takas the other part. Once,
through error, we ended up(
interviewing at the same firm and
actually both of ua got an offer from
the firm. But we don't want to work a
the same firm," states Erica. "That
~ o u l dcame unnecasaary problems."
"While Jon had to cope with
decision8 aver whether to follow his
father's footsteps as a political sdenc
professor, I entered law school
making the conscious decision not to
attempt to practioe law in Lansina
right after graduation for fear of bein
compared to my dad. As a couple, we
prefer to explore legal oppartunitie
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conddem tioa end loan opportunitieil
for married aduplqs in law school."
In t e r m of competition, Erica and
Jon elmre these obaervationie: "How
youke judged in law ~chooldoer not
nscegsarily reflect how well or poorly
you will perfarm in the reel legal
arena. Last summer, students who had
grsat grade point averages sametimes
gave mediocre legal performances in
the actual law firm and some
Michigan law students with average
grades did exceptionally well in the
real world of law. Since being a good
lawyer centers upon: being able to +
deal with people and we don't redly
learn too much about that in law
school, we feel the false sense of
grade competition must not affect our
aarsonal relationshiu or how we V ~ W
ihe world."
All m u d e s cautioned students
contempratingmarriage to other lawstudents to consider their financial
resources carefully; legal goals; and
whether the relationship as it
presently exists is stable. flexible, and
filled with enough humor to withstand
the effects of being a "pioneer"
couple. Geographic location choices
for legal ractice and whether "we
eventual y want kids or not" should be
issues to be discussed before rather
than after marriage, they say.
Overriding all other cunsiderations,
couples placed excessive individual
competition as the most detremental
element in a law student marriage.
Married couples in law school felt
t ey learned more, had a better
support ~ystem,and learned earlier
how to cope in any situation by being
married to a law student.-Laura R.
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JosephSax Receives
Environmental
.- Awards
Environmentalist Joseph L. Sax, a
professor at U M Law School, recently
received two environmental awarh.
He received the 1980 "Resources
Defense Awards" from the National
Wildlife Federation at the
organization's 1981 annual awards
banquet in March in Norfolk, Va.
The award citation noted that Sax
"was principal auqar of the Michigan
Environmental Protection Act,
considered to be one of the strongest
and most forward-looking pieces of
conservation legislation in the
country."
Sax "also helped pioneer the
creation of a joint law and natural
resources degree at The University of
Michigan, and has established a legal
externship program that sends high
quality students to work without cust
for conservation organizations," said
the National Wildlife Federation.
Sax joined a group of 12 other
individuals and organizations named
by the federation to receive "Connie"
awards for achievement in the
conservationfield. Other winners
included former Secretary of the
Interior Cecil D.Andrus who was
named "Conservatianist of the Year"
by the foundation; and television
newsman Walter Cronkite who was
honored for his journalistic
contnibutionsto the nation's better
understanding of environmental
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In March, Fmf. Sax wae alao named
"Conservationist of the Year'' by the
Detroit Audubon Society in
recognitian of his "work in
enviranmental law and wildlife
pro teetion."
Sax's 1970 Environmental Protection
Act was the first law giving citizen8
the undisputed right to bring polluters
to court. The act has been copied by
other states, and its intentions are
reflected in federal environmental
legislation.
In 197&Faxalso authored the book
Defending the Environment. His most
recent book is MouetainsWithout
Handrails-Reflections on the
National Parks (University of
Michigan Press), in which he argues
for continued preservation of our
wilderness areas rather than adopting
an "amusement park" philosophy for
our national parks.
A graduate of Harvard University
and the University of Chicago Law
School, Sax has been a U-M faculty
member since 1966.

Washington University, St, L a i 8 , on
the topic "Community J u d p m t and
Freedom of Speech: the Role of J u r i w ~
in 17th and 18th Ceabry 'Ikfals far
Libel and Slender."
Both Green and Halmhol~hold dual
profesaorshiper in the law schools end
history departments at their
respective univeraritiee.
The topic of Green's lecture at
UCLA was "The Jury, Seditious Libel,
and the Criminal Law." Helmholz's
lectu~ewas titled "Civil Trials and the
Limits of Responsible Speech."
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Vining Inaugurates

: Windsor Lecture
Prc ;- ;eph Vining of the U-M Law
School delivered the inaugural lecture
in a new visiting lecture series at the
University of Windsor in Canada.
Vining discussed "The
Bureaucratization of the Appellate
Courts" on March 26 in the University
of Windsor's first Distinguished
Scholars Lecture on Access to Justice.
In the lecture, Vining questioned ,,
the trend toward larger staffs on U.S.
I courts and the increased

Proffitt Speaks At
"New Deans Workshop"
Roy F. Proffitt, law professor and
director of alumni relations at the
U-M Law School, addressed law
school deans at a "New Deans
Workshop" at the February mid-year
meeting of the American Bar
Association in Houston.
Proffitt spoke on "Establishing a
Successful Development Program"
and referred to the success of the Law
School in waging a major capital
campaign for the construction of a law
library addition and meeting other
school needs.
Proffi tt said continued contact with
alumni through school magazines, an
alumni directory, continuing legal
education programs, and alumni
gatherings were important in keeping
alumni involved with the school. The
professor also suggested that alumni
should be directly involved in all
phases of any development effort.

U-MEnvironmentalists
Recommend Against
Toxic Waste Liability

Prof. Thomas A. Green of the U-M

A study by the Environmental Law
Society (ELSJ at the University of
Michigan Law School points to a new
potential victim of hazardous wastes:
the taxpayer.
Focusing specifically on the
hazardous waste problem in
Michigan, the society noted that
"under state law, the government may
assume ownership of closed
hazardous waste dumpsitlee, and along
with ownership will come liability.
The state may be sued for victims'
injuries and property damages."
Sanford Lewis, coordinator for the
student law group, noted that pending
suits stemming from toxic chemical

at New York'8 Love
Canal, for emmple, tatrl mars than
$16 bfllian.
"That is about one and a half t h e e
1
Mfchign'r annual state bud~et.A
shm govement'r lo= of even a m n l l
fraction 06 that amount w u l d be
d k s t ~ o u r , "mid Lewis.
rn the pafit,noted Lewis, toxic waste
sites in Michigan have been
abandoned and companies have gone
bankrupt. As a rearult, no one was left
rasponsible to answer lawsuits or to
carry out long-term waste cleanup.
But Michigan's recent Hazardous
Waste Management ~ cistintended to
prevent rruch problem8 by giving the
state Department of Natural
Resources responsibility for long-term
maintenance of toxic waste sites. and
also liability in the event of legal
action, noted ELS.
In a letter to DNR director Howard
Tanner in April, 1901, the ELS urged a
moratorium on such transfers of
ownenhip of the closed sites in
to avert po~siblecostjy lswsuits - ,*against the state. &.+$-+l~r;)+~&s~
"While maintenance and liability '.
are serious problems in the case of
former hazardous waste sites, the
transfer of liability could jeopardize
the fiscal future of the state," said the
student group.
In the letter, the ELS questioned
why the state should assume risks
"thought to be too severe for the
federal government to assume."
The student law group noted that
the recently enacted national
"Superfund" Act allows transfers of
liability for closed sites to a federal
trust fund, but that the Environmental
Protection Agency is authorized to
veto the transfer of unacceptable
sites.
"The state would probably accept
liability only for sites rejected by the
EPA-in other words, the
environmentally unsound sites. And
the state would be exposed to
unlimited liability, as contrasted to
the limited liability of the federal
government," said Lewis.
In addition to avoiding lawsuits
against the state, the ELS recommends
that state laws should be amended to
provide more ade uate insurance
protection for neig bors of toxic waste
sites in the state.
Besides Lewis, members of the ELs*
hazardous waste liability project
included Melissa Rasman, Stephen
Nolan, Gary Ekman, Roggr Freeman,
l o w ~ Van
h huven. and Alan Van
,WMkp~.bl=
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Visiting Professors
Have Varied Expertise
law, U.S. family
welfare
law, labor and administrative law,
and civil psocedlare are among the
specialties of visiting professors at the
U-M Law School during the winter
1@61~chooltermChristopher Osakwe, Tulane
University law professor and director
of the Tulane In~tituteof Comparative
Law, hae been teaching a course on
SOcialbt legal BYS~~!IQS
and a Seminar
dealing with the law of international
organizations. He ir also serving as a
fellow of the U-M Center for Russian
and East European St~~dies*
A Nigerian by birth, Osakwe was
raised in England as the son of a
member of the Nigerian di lomatic
service. He received his co lege
degree from Moscow State University
(Lomonsov) in U.S.S.R. with honors in
1968. He also received a Master of
Laws and the Doctor of Laws degrees
from Moscow State University, and
holds a J.S.D.
degree from the
University of Illinois School of Law.
Prof. Osakwe became a naturalized
hnerican citizen in 1972Fluent in Russian, French, and
German, and also schooled in Greek
and Latin, Prof. Osakwe is a prolific
scholar in the areas of international
organizations and Soviet law. His
publications include the book The
Participation of the Soviet Union in
Universal International
Organizations: A Legal and Political
Anal~sis,as well as many articles in
law reviews and other scholarly
journals.
"Though it has been more than 63
years since a new legal system was
established in Soviet Russia, the
Western world has not produced a
single treatise on Soviet law. I hope
my research will help fill that void,"
said Osakwe.
Currently, he is finishing a treatise
on Soviet law for non-law experts to
be published as part of the St.
Anthony's College (Oxford)Special
Studies Series; he is also completing
an analytical text on comparative
legal systems for the West Publication
Nutshell Series. Osakwe's ma'or
writing challenge is a compre ensive
treatise on Soviet law that he has been
working on for several years. Prof.
Osakwe estimates he is midway
through the project.
This summer Oaakwe is to be
visiting professor of law at Moscow
State University (Lomonsov) Law
Scho61, representing the United States
throu h the International Research
~ e Senior Scholar
and ~ t c h a n Board
Exchahge Program.
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btsked to compare European law
students with their American
counterparts, Osakwe observed:
"Most European law students enter
l a y school without the intention of .
practicing law upon graduation. They
view law as a humanizing discipline
and as an indispensable ingredient of
a good liberal education. Therefore,
they freely take culturally enriching
courses such as Roman law,
jurisprudence, comparative law and
legal history.
"By contrast, the typical American
law student already has a B.A. degree
and views law school as a stepping 1:
stone to a profession. The American
law student traditionally takes 'bread
and butter' courses and sometimes
misses that wonderful advantage law
school offers as a last chance for pure
scholastic enlightenment. I personally
feel that courses in jurisprudence,
comparative law, and legal history
should be a mandatory part of an
enlightened lawyer's education."
-Laura R. Moselev

Harry D.Krause
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Harry D. Krause, professor of law at
the University of Illinois, has been
visiting U-M professor this winter in
the areas of family law and welfare
law.
A legal consuFtant, teacher, and
writer In the field of family law for 15
years, Krause is author of the recent
bsok Child Support in America
[Michie Bobbs-Merrill). The book
offersan up-to-date review of the laws
and issues relating to child support,
legitimacy, and paternity.
A member of the Council of the
"
American Bar Association Section on
Family Law from 1972 to 1977, Krause
served as chairman of the Illegitimacy
and Paternity Committee and the
Committee on Social Legislation and
Family Law.
He is an the board of editors sf the
Furnity Law Quarterly and served on
the advisory board of editors of the
Amerisc~nBar Assodation Journal. KG
was vice president of the
EnternatiunaI Society of Family Law
from 1W3 to 1977 and now is a member
of the group's executive council.
Since the early 1970's, he has served
as consultant cm child support issues
ta the Children's Bureau and the
Office of Child Support Enforcement
of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (now Health
and Human Services)', and to the
National fnbti tute for ChiId Support
hforcement. He was cansultcrnt to the
Congressional Research Service and
the W.S. Senate Finance Committee
when the federal child support
legislation of 1975 was prepared.
Kmuse is draftman of the Uniform

Parentage Act of the Commissione~s
1
on Uniform State Laws, and is coauthor of the AMA-ABA guideline8 on
blood ty ing in paternity c ~ s e s .
He is t e author of more than 30
articles and reports and five h o k in
~
the family law field. Krause is an
alumnus of the U-M Law School's
class of 1958,

t

Matthew W. Finkin has been
serving as visiting professor of labor
law and administrative law at the Law
School. A professor at Southern
Methodist University Law School,
Finkin is considered a leading expert
in labor relations law regarding
higher education and professional
employees, particularly involving
,
issues of faculty collective bargaining
and tenure.
Prof. Finkin received his
undergraduate degree from Ohio
Wesleyan University, his law degree
'
from New York University Law
School, and the LL.M degree from
Yale Law School. Since 1975, he has
been a member of the Panel of Labor
Arbitrators, American Arbitration
Association. He is the former general
counsel, American Association of
University Professors, and former
associate editor of Human Rights,
journal of the ABA Section on
Individual Rights and
Responsibilities. Finkin's many
publications include analyses of the
legislative issues in public sector
collective bargaining and the role of
the National Labor Relations Board in
higher education. His comments on
the current state of higher education:
"Higher education is in an economic
depression that will remain severe for
another decade. It is possible that this
depressed condition won't change
appreciably until after the year 2WO.
We may well lose a generation of
scholars similar to what happened
during the 1930's. There just won't be
jobs for young people who want to
become iicademicians."
Prof. Finkin has recently completed
an article dealing with the issue of
whether an individual employee
protesting his working conditions is
unprotected by the NLRA Act merely
because the employee is acting alone.
The co-au thor is Prof. Robert Gorman
of the University of Pennsylvania Law
School.
A graduate of U-M and Michigan
Law School, Prof. Mary Kay Kane has
been teaching a first-year civil
procedure course as vieiting professor
here this winter.
Professor of law at Hastings College
of Law, Kane is involved in the writing
of the second edition of the Wright

in the areas of property and tr
estates.
Roland L. Hjorth, professor at
University of Washington School of
Law, was visiting teacher in the areas.
of tax and federal tax policy.
3'
Summer, 1980, visiting law
professors at U-M were as follows:
Prof. Donald G.Hagman of UCLA
taught in the area of public contro
land use.
Prof. Donald G. Marshall of
University of Minnesota Law school
taught in the area of torts.
prof. John C, Weistart of Duke
University Law School taught
contracts law.

agreement ceases tu be 'punishment'

9: we understand it."

hilip Soper, under the
of the American Learned
ellowship, is pursuing
concerning the relationship
legal and political theory; he
a book which probes "the
of theory and moral duty."
"I went to develop a systematic
account of the idea of law that will
help clarify the major philosophical
issues that arise when one attempts to
distinguish moral, coercive, end legal
forms of social control," says Soper.
He cites the problem in legal theory as
"the increasing difficulty to explain
how legal philosophy is relevant for
those within the leaal svstem such as
-the litigant and th<pro;ecutor."
Soper observes that scholars usually
write about either legal theory or
political theory and rarely does a
scholar attempt to treat political and
legal thewy within the same text, as
Soper'a work mandates. Analyzing the
legal th ory concern with "what is
law" wi,h the political theory consern
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Three U-M Scholars
Do Fellowship Research
..

I

Three U-M law professor
Westen, Philip Soper, and Lee
Bollinger-are pursuing research
under separate fellowship awards.
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unernploymen t aom ensatinn acts,
and state Rep.
Holli~tsr
(D-Lansing),who authored the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Reform Act of 1@80,
were chosen for the awmd b the
editorial board of the journaE
The oward was preeented at a
February banquet at the Lawyers
Club. The journal, devcvted to
analyzing and reforming current tern1
thought, says it will present the award
annually to "the person or persons
who have contributed the m o ~during
t
that year to changes in the law."
Vanderlaan, "the current Senate
Republican minority leader and a 16year Senate veteran, was a driving
force behind passage of amendments
to the state's worker disability
compensation act this year. Reform of
the worker and unemployment
compensation laws has been a
controversial political issue in
Michigan for the past 10 years,"
according to the Iournal of Law
Reform.
"The amendments paswd this year
provide for several changes in the
current law, including: a substantial
weekly benefit increase and a
significant retroactive benefit
adjustment for disabled workers;
higher eligibility standards for heart
and mental disability; limited retiree
eligibility; the exclusion of injuries
resulting from social or recreational
activities; and broader exemptions fox
family members and corporate
officers or stockholders. The
amendments also contain several
provisions designed to streamline the
appeals procedure to reduce existing
backlog and minimize delay.
"The legislation is viewed by many
as a major compromise between
workers and employers, a
compromise for which Vanderlaan is
largely responsible."
Hollister, a third-term
representative from the 57th district,
"wrote and was the key mover behind
legislation that reorganized Blue
Cross/Blue Shield for the first time
since the giant health care corporation
was created in 1939. A complex and
controversial piece of consumer
legislation, the Blue Cross/Blue
Shield Reform Act will directly affect
5.3 million Michigan Blue Cross/Blue
Shield subscribers," says the Journal.
The legislation reducehe the size of
the governing board, makes consumer
representatives a majority on the new
board, and makes the new dire~torr
more accountable by requiring roll
call votes and open meetings. The act
also contains significant cost
containment provisions and e
mechanism for developing health
planning and reimbursement, all of
which have received nationalacclaim."

D~VIBC.
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develop straddles the
that divides
traditional positivist and natural-law
theories. I hope to demonstrate that
the existence of a legal system is
conceptually dependent on the good
faith claim by officials that the system
is just."
Prof. Lee Bollinger is a Rockefeller
Foundation recipient for research on
First Amendment freedom of speech
and press issues. Bollinger's central
thesis is that the inclination to
approach issues through a constricted
vision of a single model or paradigm
must be avoided.
"The simple fact is that most First
Amendment scholarship tends to be
almost entirely derivative of the
traditional model of analysis. With the
extraordinary changes that are
apparently soon to occur in our
methods of communication, it seems
especially important to rethink some
of the critical assumptions which have
been handed down to us."
Bollinger continues: "We tend to
view our paradigmatic answers as
permanent solutions. The better
approach is to recognize that
ambivalence has a positive role to
play within the legal system; that it
can lead to more creative solutions to
our problems, and since it reflects our
true feelings about many issues,
ambivalence provides us with more
persuasive, and therefore, more
enduring resolutions of issues."
Prof. Bollinger sees a major
research challenge in attempting a refocus on the debate over whether
people should be tolerant of
extremely radical speech. Postulating
that extreme, radical speech may be
different from the speech protected
by the First Amendment, Bollinger
uses a theory of "ambivalence" to
illustrate how certain recurring and
unresolved speech and press issues
could be effectively settled.-Laura R.
Mosef e y

,

Journa-.--ward
Honors Two Legislators
For Law Reform
Two Michigan legislators have been
named the first recipients of the
University of Michigan lournal of Low
Reform Award for their contributions
to law reform. The journal is a student
scholarly publication at U-MLaw
School.
State Sen. Robert Vanderlaan
(RKentwood),who helped amend
Michligan's worker and
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Refugee Legal Problems
Cited At Conference
"There are many people desperate
enough to risk dying of starvation at
sea, or having their wives and
daughters raped and their boats
plundered, in order to land in a
country where they would receive
better treatment."
Joseph W. Samuels, law professor at
University of Western Ontario and
one of the speakers at a U-MLaw
School conference on legal problems
of refugees, painted this bleak picture
of "boat people" from Indochina and
other areas escaping from the
economic end political perils in their
homelands.
The prospect of drought and other
natural disasters, said Samuels, raises
the specter of many future migrations
of "boat people" from India,
Southeast Asia, and other disasterprone and economically vulnerable
areas.
Samuels, a scholar working in the
area of humanitarian relief efforts,
urged relief agencies and nations to
offer the same rights to refugees who
are victims of natural disasters as to
those who are victims of oppressive
political regimes.
"Too often," he said, "refugees of
natural disasters receive very little
publicity and are forgotten under
international law. But the possibility
of mass migrations of this sort looms
large."
Samuels was a speaker in a
conference on "Transnational Legal
Problems of Refugees," sponsored in
January by the Michigan Yearbook of
ln ternational Stwdies, a student
iournal at the Law School. Texts of the

One of the panels in the U-MLaw School colloquium "Transnational Legal Problems of
Refugees."The speakers,from left, Paul Weiss, former UN refugee protection official;
JameeL. Carlin, director of the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration; J. J.
Lador-Lederer,former legal official with the Israeli Ministry for Foreign Affairs: Prof. Eric
Stein. U-M Law School; Yoram Dinstein, rector of Tel Aviv University: Zvi Gitelman.
directorof the U-MCenter for Russian and East European Studies; and JosephW. Samuels,
law professor at the University of Western Ontario.

speakers will be featured in a future
issue of the yearbook.
Another speaker, Paul Weiss,
former United Nations' refugee legal
protection official, noted that the
cornerstone of international refugee
law involves 1951U.N. guarantees that
no refugee may be returned to the
country of origin where his life or
liberty is threatened.
"The most interesting recent
development in refugee law is that
nations today are more willing to grant
asylum to refugees even in cases
where such rights do not exist under
international law." said Weiss.
Despite liberal immigration policies
of such nations as the United States
and Israel, the legal status of Soviet
Jewish emigres remains somewhat
obscure, according to James L. Carlin,
director of the Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration.
"A1 though the Soviet Union
requires that emigres renounce their
Soviet citizenship, these emigres are
not considered refugees under
international law because they left
Russia legally," said Carlin.
Thus, in some instances, "they may
not qualify for help of international
relief organizations. Yet a strong case
can be made that they are de jure
refugees because they are escaping
from oppression," he said.
Despite the rise in Soviet emigration
since 1971, the Soviet government still
creates tremendous stumbling blocks
for emigres, including cumbermme
administrative procedures, high fees

Citrng fhe s u l y
ir tlil$itlrakcf'
~ e n ~ af
d a heal thy cr9fitoimof A r n e ~ i ~ tfareign
m
sky and I
gewSn8 desire sf egnl ec&olrret$ r e
evaluate tlncs Americm fn€@vmtiorziri
f oreigm policy, Ti r autiomad:
"Them are didup in8 sigm d r nmw
U.S. natisnalim, e, new fnt~l~xmcm
af
critical u ~ & a e r n t~afw American
policy, appearing in the
p ~ o n d a c ~ mts
e nand policies of the
new administration, and.dn fhe
uttsraacea of the new Senate
leadership.'"
Streping that the new nationalism
might inhtbi t open evaluation of U.S.
foreign policy, Ttgar warned: "The
rnoet critical uestim of iatesnatioml
legal order wi 1be the political,
economic, and increasingly military
challenges to the domineering
&
,h s
f
influence of the great powers pnd 6
multillstional corporations upon the
social aysterns of third world
countries.
"This unrest has been a longitim6*
building. The debt eervice buaden'~n
the third world is l a r p and
increasiqg. Ec~norniwdistorted by
inherl ted dependence on production
of commodities whose prices are
volatile are in manycases further
restrained from social investment by
the terms impused on international
loans and gaants. Power structures
perceivabIy lonk-supported by
American arms a d aid are
challenged, as indipnaus rebel
movements dare to emerge from the
countryside into the towns-Irerns,
Nicaraguas, El Salv~dors.
"This constellation of events
threatens the property of Americanbased multinationals and the world
view of Pax Americana. This
constellation of events triggers the cry
for forcibIe intervention. The same
events pose for internationalists the
most significant question of
in ternatianal order," eaid Tigar.
"We must re-examine the rules of
international law to ask whether they
serve the broader goals of progress or
the narrow ones of self-interest
t
International law is no longer
something great natiom make to
impose upon srnallec ones, no longer
the superstructure of world
dominance.
"Responding to third world
' challenges with force and the threat of
force is tempting to the new makers of
American policy. Propping up
reactioa and subvening terror does
more than risk foreign war and, as a corollary, d~mesticrepreslrion.
Responding with force and the threat
of force tear8 the fabric of
international order. It comes
perilously close to the international
crime af ag,gressire wer."
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Subjects ranging from corporate professional responsibility to the negotiations leading to
the release of the American hostages in Iran were discussed by Lloyd N. Cutler (right),
- former general counsel to President Jimmy Carter, during his U-MLaw School visit in
March. Cutler was the Law School's first Helen L. DeRoy Fellow in a program designed ro
bring leading government officials and other public figures to the school to spend time with
students and faculty. Cn tler, who was involved in the hostage release as President Carter's
prime legal adviser. told students that he regarded the last four days of the hostage
negotations as his "most memorable experience" during his government service. Cutler has
recently returned to p~ivatepractice as senior partner in the Washington, D.C., law firm of
Wilmer. Cutler 8 Pickering. The Law School's Helen L. DeRoy Fellowship program was
established under en endowment fund created with a gift from the Len DeRoy
Testamentary Foundation of Detroit. which is chaired by Leonard H. Wdner, a member of
the U-MLaw School clags of 1935.
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an$ various Eiridkof harassment,
according to Zvi G'iteJman,director of
the U-MCenter for Russian and East
. European Studies.
A1though 300,000 Soyiet citizensmostly Jews-have been allowed to
leave during the past decade, there is
still a relatively high rate of denials
for emigration, according to the
professor. The Soviet's policy is
11
largely intended to "expel
undesirables under the guise of ,
emigration," he said.
But the plight of refugees was even
worse during World War 11, before
refugee relief became a major
international concern, according to
Yoram Dinstein, rector of TeJ,Aviv
University.
"During World War I1 boatloads of
jews left Nazi Europe but could find
no hospitable nation. In Britain, they
were regarded as aliens, just as
Japanese were considered in the U.S.
"In wartime, all peacetime rights of
refugees are suspended. The plight of
the refugee often has been to travel
from country to country seeking
temporary or permanent asyhm.
There i s lrimply no way for a pereon to
gain asylum if a: country doe8 not grant
it."
Attorney Michael E. Tigar, an
international law expert, gave the
keynote speech, titled "The New
Nationalism," at a dinner connected
with the symposium.
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To the, Alumni and Friends of
The University of Michigan

Dedication of the New Law Library Addition
Schedule of Events
FrSday, OGtober 3o
Symposium on Ths Legalization

of Amwic~nSoeiety, Hutchins Hall

morning

"The Legalization of American Society"
Frande A. Allen, Profeemr, The University of Michigan Law Gchsol
'The Legalization of the American Family*'
David L. Chambers, Profesror, The University of Michigan Law School
'

"The Elevation of Private Rights to the Constitutional Level"
Christina Whitman, Associate Brofesmr, The University of Michigan Law School
afternoon

"New Forms of Legal Regulation of Economic Enterprise"
Joseph L. Sax, Professor, The University of Michigan Law School
"Economic Regulation: The ZTost~and Benefits"
Peter 0.Steiner, Profeesor, The University of Michigan Law School,
and Dean, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, The Univeraity of Michigan
Banquet, Lawyers Club, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 31
Symposium on The Legalization af American Sseiety, Hutchins Hall
morning

"The Social and Political Causes of the
Legalization of American Society"
Theodore J. Lowi, Professor of American Institutions. Cornall University
Round table
Dedication Exercises, Rackham Auditorium, Saturday Afternoon
Dedication Address
w%, he Honorable Carl McGowan, Circuit Judge, United States Court of
9'on'!ppeals,
District of Columbia Circuit

Reception in the New Library afterwards

Please complete the ~ s e r v a t i o nform below and mall, ~ 4 t hyour check to:
Director of Special Programs, Office of the Associate Dean,The University of Michigan Law
School, 320 Hutchins Hall, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109.
-

-

The University of Michigan Law School
Law Library Addition Dedication

Please s e n d - tickets at $20 each for the Dedication Banquet at the
Lawyers Club on the evening of October 30 at 8:00 p.m. I've enclosed my
check for $

Address

City

-

Stat-

Zip

-

-

-

-.

Pleaae reserve a roam for me as fallows:

Number of peraons
Arrival date/tirne

One b e L Two beds
Departure datehime

--

-

-

O I prefer to make my own housing arrangements.
NOTE: Deadline for reservations is September 28.1981.Please make checks
payable to "The University of Michigan."

.
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Tisar cautionad that whether one
a' red.with hia international analysis
is%f the majar lmua but whether
there will be t k aontinued
~
flow of
differing view8 and analysis. "1 am not
aakhg ac uie%cence,but vigilance. If,
ag 5 f a r , t is new nationralism will be

%

clan-d to the moral majority's
familiar refrain, 'give me that old time
repression,' then the voice sought to
b silenced will not only be mine.
fter all, the lesson 80 recently

Great Lakes Oil
At U-M
, Participants in the Law School's symposium on Michigan public lands management were,
'

from left, environmentalist Ken Siklcema, West Michigan Environmental Action Council;
Howard Tanner. director, Michigan Department of Natural Resources;JosephL. Sax, U-M
law professor; Thomas Washington, Michigan United Conservation Clubs; and Richard
Burgess. Northern Michigan Exploration Company.

g at an environmental

energy may eventually drive us
toward the Great Lakes."
The Law School's symposium on
Michigan public lands management,
moderated by law Prof. Joseph L. Sax,
was sponsored by the Law School's

-

I groups and industry, DNR director
'

Tanner noted that "there have been
no requests from industry for oil
exploration (in Great Lakes waters)
: during the past three years."
Tanner said he does not advocate
legislation governing possible oil
drilling in the Great Lakes "because

'
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"The present administration in
Michigan does not favor drilling, but
who knows what some future
administration might propose?" said
Sikkema.
"Presently the state DNR does leas
the bottomlands of the Great Lakee.
A1though these leased lands fall unde
the category of 'non-developmen t,'
such a designation could be subject to
change," said Sikkema.
Richard Burgess of the Northern
Michigan Exploration Company said
industry presently has no intention of
drilling for oil in the Great Lakes,
although some 1,500 gas wells have
been in operation on the Canadian
aide of Lake Erie since World War I.
It is probable, said Burgess, that
Ohio, New York and Pennsylvania
will eventually allow gas drilling on
their portions of Lake Erie. Panelists
noted that gas drilling poees fewer
environmental risks than oil drilling
which presents a threat of spillage.
DNR director Tanner said
management of Michigan's water
resources would likely become a
leading area of 'conflict in the future,
because of problems of d~oughtin
eastern and western states.
Noting that Michigan has a large
share of the nation's fresh water,
Tanner predicted there will be great
demand for this water from other

Finalists and judges in the 1981Henry M. Campbell Moot Court Competition.The judges,
seated from left: U-Mlaw Dean Terrance Sandalow; JudgeMalcolm Wilkey, U.S. Cou~tof
Agpeab for the District of Columbia Circuit; Arthur J. Goldberg, former U.S.Supreme
Court Justice;Judge JamesL. Oakes, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit; and Prof.
Edward H. Cooper, U-M Law School. The student finalists,standing from left: Richard 9.
Hoffman, John6.Grabow, Anne E. Brakebill, Janet E. Lanyon, Bob D. Scharin, Mark E.
Waynes, JosephBlum, and Sheree R.Kanner.
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Campbell Competition
Four U-M law students were
declared winners of the 1981Henry
M. Campbell Moot Court Competition
held March 31 at the Law School.
1
A total of eight student finalists
argued two legal issues before a
distinguished panel of judges which
included Arthur J. Goldberg, former
U.S. Supreme Court Justice.
The first place winners: Mark E.
Haynes, Olathe, Kan.; Bob D. Scharin,
Brooklyn, N.Y.;John C. Grabow, Sun
Valley, Idaho; and Richard 5.
Hoffman, Chicago, Ill.
The runners-up in the competition:
Joseph Blum, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Sheree R. Kanner, Flushing, N.Y.;
Anne E. Brakebill, Knoxville, Tenn.;
and Janet E.Lanyon, Sterling Heights,
Mich.
The finalists were divided into four
teams that argued two legal issues in a
hypothetical case dealing with a
professional football team's hiring a
college athlete before his graduation
from college.
Also serving as judges in the
competition were Judge Malcolm R.
Wilkey of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit:
Judge James L. Oakes of the U.S. Court

of Appealr far the Second Circuit
(New Yerk, Vermont, d
Connecticut); and Dean Terrance
Sandalow end Prof. Edward H.
Cooper of the U-M Law School,
Winners were also announced for
~ r e ~ a r a t i oofnthe best written legal
"briefd' in the competition.
They werg: ~ i l l i i m
Fmllon, G r a d
Rapids, Mich.; John Low, Niles, Mich.;
e
Park,
Brian Bayle, C r w ~ Pointe
Mlch.;and William Carroll, Ft.
Wayne, Ind.

.,.

Council end the Federal Emrgy
Office. During phase ll of the
Economic StabilizationProgram, he
was director of the Office of Case
Management and Analpis for the Pay
Board in 1972 and 16379.From 1- to
1972 McNarnar worked as a
management wnsultrant with
McKinsey Q Company, Inc., in San
Francisco, Hew York, and
he was
Amsterdam; end in %legal and financial m u m l o r for
Standard Oil Company of California.
He is s member of the California and
American Bar Associations and the
Finnndal Executive Institute, among
other groups. Born in 1639 in Qlney,
Ill., and raised in Tulsa, Okla.,
McNslmar received the A.B. degree
from Villanova Universlty in lg81,a
J.D. degree from Michigan in 1lJ69, and
an M.1B.A. degree from the Amos Tuck
School caf Business Administration at
Dartmou th College in 1-5. He is
married to the former Mary Arm
Lyons, and they have two children. At
4'1, MeNslmar ir the youngwt deputy
secretary in the history of the
Treasury Department.

ough, Smith & May of
r, Wch., M a y played
an active role in Law W o o l Fund
campaigns for a number of years. He
served as national class vice-chairman
in 1077end 11978, and as national vicechairman in '1W$
and I-. Among
other positions, May is general
counsel and a member of the board of
directors of Ziebart International
Corporation, and since 1975 served as
chairman of the Franchise Advisory
Committee of the state of bfichigan.
b o n g other assodationr, he is a
member of the International
Franchise A~mciationLegalLegislative Committee, a trustee and
former chairman of the TimRo Center
for Emotionally Disturbed Children,
and director of the Birmingham
Hockey Asaoclation. A 1855 graduate
of Princeton University, May was a
U.S.Marine Corps officer from 1956 to
1957.

Ronald L. Olson of Los Angele
member of the Law School class
1966, is chairman-elect of the

1968, he served as an att

the

ion:

by Francis A. Allen
Edson R. Sunderland Professor of Law
The University of Michigan
These remarks were delivered at the special convocation
commemoratingthe opening of the Begbie Building,
Universiltyof Victoria, November 1880.

As a schoolboy I was taught that a public speaker ought
not to confess uncertainties about his talk to the audience;
the reason given was that doubts are contagious and
ventilating them may forfeit the confidence of his listeners.
Especially, I was warned, he ought not to begin his remarks
in this way. Not for the first time I propose to disregard good
advice. In thinking about these comment9 in the weeks just
past, two concerns recurred; I should like to confess them at
the outset, not for the good of my soul but in aid of
understanding. Fir?, I am acutely aware that the
experience from which I speak differs in many important
particulars from your own. Most of my mature life has been
involved in legal education as a student and as a teacher;
buf the experience is one almost wholly confined to the
United States. It is a propensity of my fellow-countrymen, I
am afraid, to assumethat the American experience should
be accepted as normative for all of mankind [a tendency
which may be weakening, however, under the pressure of
modern realities]. I do not suppose that my observations,
which are in part the product of a particular experience,
will speak directly to your problems. I hope that some of
what I have to say will spark recognition, or at least that it
may possees for you a queint anthropolagical interest. This
is my hope but I cannot be sure.
Second, there is the matter of tone. This convocatiun is
above all a festive occasion. Yet efforts to discuss
institutional performance and aspirations in h e broader
context of the late twentieth-century world seem often to
strike rather somber notes. I am reminded of the story of the
don in an English university who one evening at dinner
visited the demnter of port rather too frequently and
avidly. He reeled his way home, and as he squatted on the
stoop, vainly attempting to open the front door by inserting
a match box into the lock, was heard muttering, "Damn the
nature of things!" There have been times in the past weeks
when I feared that this imprecation might be taken as
constituting the theme of my remarks. Such is not my
intention, for in fact I em hopeful about the future of legal
education, persuaded of its importance, and confident
about the distinguished future of this school.
Coming from a clerical family background I have a
tendency to seek out texts for my remarks. The statement

that I have chosen today is taken from the scriptures of
Dean Christopher Columbus Langdsll of Harvard, the
inventor of the case method of legal instruction. In 18&! be
wrote: "D law be not e science, a university will beat
consult its dignity in declining ta teach it. If it be net r
science, it is a species of handicraft. and may best be
learned by serving an apprenticeship to one who
practices." For some this may seem a curious text upon
which to base a modern discussion d legal education; it is
certainly in many respects o defective one. I know sf no ane
who today accepts Langdell's vereian of law-a~eiance,and
there surely must be few who concur with his apparent
assumptions abut the nature d science. Yet Dean
Langdell's statement encompasses an assertion that tetains
a high relevance almost a century after it was made. It 14
that one cannot proclaim that law studies are appropriately
included in the curricula of univeesities without acc~pting
certain necessary implications about the nature and
abligations of university-based legal education. Tn my
country, at least, the failure of some members of the bench
and bar and of some persons in the universities themselves

a confli~ta;f iratarmt, Eet ur Paea It, hrw:emt
m

.

the

to perceive these implications threatens a crisis in legal
education. The causes, however, have deeper roota. The
law schools are caught up in the wider crisis that today
engulfs humanistic education of all kinds.
It may be well for us to recall that despite the presence of
legal studies in the universities of the western world for
nearly a milfenium, there are and have always been those
who view university-based legal education with much
skepticism and little enthusiasm. "For better or worse,"
writes the economist Paul A. Samuelson, "the American
law school has warmed its way into a corner of the
university campus." Professor Samudson's statement
demonstrates, among other things, that even a Nobel
Laureate may sometimeslose control of his verbs. My
experience as an officer of the Association of American
Law Schools in the 1970s suggests that the pr~biemin the
recent past is not one of law schools' "worming their way"
into the groves of academe, but rather the practices of same
university administrations of creating new law schools or
exploiting old schools as sources of financial sup ort for
university purposes wholly disti4nctfrom legal ucetion.
later in his essay Professor Samuslwn observes: "Thereir

J

rni~htagree that they include the dis~owryof new
knowledge; the orsnizatian and calsmsnslic9tion of existing
knowledge; the identification,analysis, and c r i t i c h of
values; and the cultivation of aesthetic aen~ibility.The 1 ~ w
schools, if they are to perform their mimiqqs a#intergal
pasts af u~versities,are required to give pqates attention
to the means for discovery of new knm1edp. Social
changes affect the nature of the knowlec&je that is relevant
to law teaching and leggal scholarship; and methods of
knowledge-discovery that served reasonably we11 in the
at do not suffice today. As someone has said, tt is na
rnger true that the fully-equip ed legal ichohr is one
possessing a supply of 4'' by 8" Rle cards a d s desk in a
library af statutes end care reports. Understanding
sophisticated methods of fact-finding and maly~isdevised
in other departments of the university has became a
requisite for many important kindr of l s p l inquiry pad, indeed, of law practice. The anarchy,uf values that
character ire^ the time8 re uirss ihs jeatal scholar to
traverse bodies of knowle&p ouhida the Iaw-hillbory.
ethics, philosophy, social theory-as he attem b to
understand the conflicts of values now beinaq ought out in
the legal arena, and as he seeks to formulate a workable
body of postulates and premises upon which to erect r
modern structure of law. Bein8 a ~oft the university
dictates certain obligationsfor t e law schuol, and in
attempting to fulfill them, legal scholarship b drawn ever
more deeply into the csntr~linintellectual currents of
univarsity life.
The new awareness and involvements of l e ~ ascholars
l
in
the intellectual life of universitim is not to be ex lalined
solely, however, by reference to an obligation o law
achooIs to d~ their fair ahare in advancing the univerdties'
general purposes. Therd are other barer for there
involvernenta that are at least as palpable and arhape
more peremptory. I shell diacuh two of them: imt,
widespread and dominant notions about the pmpsr
functions of law; and ssmnd, certain ekanses that have
occurred in the social roles of the t~a&Stlomal
pprofeesians,
including the legal profewion. I have jwt luggertad that law
schools are moving to new form of msearch, teaching, a d
speculation, in part bemuse of the dorninaaoe of certain
ideas about the proper functions of law. Anyone attemptias
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The Begbie Law Building wae dedicated laet November at the University of Victoria
[British Columbia, Csmeda).Professor Francis A. Allen of the U-MLaw School wae the
featured speaker and alro received an honorary Doctor of Lawe degree at the ceremony.

to traoe the course of American legal thought in the
twentieth oentury will almost certainly assign great
&nlficance to the emergence of malist jurir rudence,
principally in theyear8 between the two wor d wars. There
may well be sharp dhagreements among the intellectual
historian5 about what realist jurisprudence is or W!B, what
or whether its consequences have been good or
it a~hieved,
bad; but its importance is likely to be ooneeded by nearly
all. ma of the secure le acier of realist jurisprudence iar the
aa~umption,widely h e l l that law is an instrument for
achieving social purpose8 that can be identified, analyzed,
advanced, or rejected. One wonders whether there has
been any time since the eighteenth-century Enlightenment
when this assumption was wholly rejected. But if there was
e v ~ar eriod when construction of elaborate structures of
judicia!precedent and demonstration of the hiatoriccll
henticity of legal doctrine were thought to constitute the
entire domrin and function ~f legal thought, that time is
ROW irrwo~ably
past. The late Karl Llewellyn's statement
of the matter enunciates not only the view of realist
ju~isprudrance,but elm that of most modern men and
omen who have formed opiniom a b u t the functions of
taw. Law,aeoording to Llewellyn, should be conceived of as
mepns,@social ends and not. . .an end in itself." It
luwr that "any pact needs constantly to be emmined for
re, and for it8 effect, and to be juaed in the light of
of their mlation to each other."
Haw i~ thll examination and judging to be achievedllt is
at this paint that many&-therealist writers become most
elusive and least helpful. The realirte did not leave a
literature doh in ~ugs~ations
about achieving the realist
sgeadr: rad the law schools have moved only hrldngly
along the path. Yat if it be asnrmed, a9 we very lergely do
mume, that the aariour study of law is in some dgnificant
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part a study of public paliey-what it is and what it ought to
be-then it behooves us to cultivate the arts and sciences
necessary to the study of public policy. Traditional modes
of legal research are surely not irrelevant even to this $art
of enterprise, but they are insufficient. It follows that the
ideal of law as public policy may steer us, h6wever rlowly.
to those departments of the unives~ityin which
methodologies for the study end evaluation of public policy
have long been developing. The notion of law as means
rather than end, themfore, guides us into more intimate
intellectual relations with the university.
I have also suggested that certain changes in the social
roles of the traditional professions-law, medicine, and the
clergy-have contributed ta the same end. From the
beginning of the modern era and even before, western
societieshave referred most questions requiring more than
ordinary knowledge and judgment to one 0r the other of the
cla~sicpFofsssionar for answers. Queationr about the soul,
the ceuse of disease, the rights of persons caught up in
property disputes, or about the extent of governmental
powers were submitted to the priest, the physician, or the
lawyer for authoritative resolution. Before the end of the
last century, however, the hegemony of the older
profes~ioionswas cansiderably weakened. This is not to say
that their authority was destroyed or their prestige ended. It
is to say that mambers of the traditional professions like the
law are today required to share authority and prestige with
the practitioners of other and newer disciplines. Much of
this change stems from new knowledge. most of it
discovered and cultivated in universities, that offers more
penetrating explanations of conditions and events than the
traditional professions were able to supply. So long as the
physical mndition of the human orgsni~mwas thought to
stem fmm the operation of fluxes and vapors within the

body, there was little paint in looking beyond the rnedieal
practitioner for explanations af the causes of disease and its
cure. At the paint, however, that health is seen as
dependent in part on the workings of microscopic
organisms, the physician must share autharity for
responding to fundamental questions about health m d
- - disease with the bacteriologist and the virologist. So dilo,
issues of criminal responsibility will be viewed as felling
largely within the province of judges and latwyera as law as
,. the human being is seen es morally autonomous and in
possession of perfect freedom of choice. With the rise of
theories of social causation of crime OP of genetic or
psychological conditioning of human behavior. the doe*
must be opened, for better or worse, to the practiti~ners~of
the sociological, biological, and psychological disci lime^.
In many instances the newer disciplines are not an y
ting areas of general interest to the law, but thase of
concern. Being aware of this cultivation, ta
on not a:
s e events
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lectual bands attaching legal education to the
ties have been strengthened.
uences follow from the bonding of law schools
sities, from conceiving of legal education as
something more than mere handicraft.-one of the
consequences is that legal education falls heir to the
modern crises afflicting humanistic education of all sorts. I
hope that my characterizing of legal education as
humanistic wilt not be thought strange or controversial, but
perhaps the point deserves some explicit attention. In 1930
the critic Lionel Trilling wrote: "[The] function [of literary
art] is ultimately the social and moral one of discovering
and judging values." I am not qualified to determine how
satisfactorily this observation defines the purposes of
literature (and it has been challenged by other critics as
insufficient); but I believe that the statement may be taken
as a useful working description of much humanistic
education, including humanistic legal education. Law
school education and research is or ought to be preoccupied
with values. We do or ought continually to ask not only
"how to do it," but "why we do it" and "ought we to do it at
all." There are few departments of the university in which

such questionz,are so much a part of thee dall $rOJaa 2hs
law schools. The r e m n why i t is irepo~tent i t ru*,
questions be asked is not oila ly thst wts are under
obligation to be critim of the .aww ~ d
itr imtitulMonr.We
under that obligation, and h e lraw school's relb as &tie a!
the law, a d . i n b e d , at tlrns~of &a 1.
d its mmt imp~rM~f
saeial fmctisns,
perfarmed by the law schoals,.it will
others;and them is no aaeruramae &at
d t h e ~will
s be as infsrmed QZ ae ~61i8vermt.Thew l~mot ha^
reason for legal sdwcatiua1;aeapcsm wilb vdam,h 9 v e i k : such concern is essential tp i h 4 \ u n d s ~ ~ mef&irw.
~ , Haw
can law be "hown'"in any fundamental sewe apart fmm
ita purpmes? And how can the future dnrrlopment d Ehe
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law be anticipated e x e ~ pby
t reference to how well thew

purposes are bsilrg achieved end how acceptable they
remain to the wiger society as the ~ommunity'sneede and
pereep tions change? Concern wit41valuw is thus far f ~ o r n
b e i q merely of academic interest. On the contrary, it goes
fo,thevery erssenee of technical professional cernpeten~.
These facts have long been understood by the bsst legal
prastitionea. It is important that we do not forget what our
bsst lawyers discovered long ags.
The burden of practicing a d &efsndiqg humanistic
education in these dmes, however, ia a heavy one. The load
is erhaps especially weighty fm law d a o l s . The
dihiculties do not stem entirely from the modern moo$ of
disillusion and skepticism that demands in~tantaneovle
payoffs and hence imperils humanirtic values which reach
their goals slowly and circuitously. The "quiet crisis" in
humanistic legal education to which I refer in my title,
derives more fundamentally from the circumrtance that
such education deals in values at a time when eocial values
are in a disarray ap roaching anarchy. TliTsZOdisarray,this
dissolving of the 01tf'er categories, pcegents extraordinary
difficulties for the legal discipline which by its nature is
importantly engaged in searching out a consensus of values
sufficient to support the m a n s necemary and the stability
indispensable to achieving a: wide range of social
requirements. Nor should the proliferation of law in our
times be permitted to obso,ure the underlying disarray of ,
values. In the United States-I must be especially careful
here not to generalize beyond my experience and
knowledge-the modern proliferation of law, the expansion
of law in old areas qnd its penetration to fields not
heretofore subject to legal regulation, often reflects not e
consensus of values but itp opposite:'~uchof the new law
has been made at the insttgation of special-interest group8
eager to immunize their interests from the normal workings
forms of
of democratic politics or from tr~di~tional
discretion exercised in families, the schools, and the
market.
A few months ago at lunch, the dean af my law school
observed that in his years in legal education he had never
known a time when there was so little agreement among
faculty members a b u t what constitutes good academic
work. My tenure in the l a b schools (I am sorry40 record) is
considerably longer than that of Dean Bandal~w,but I
believe that hie observation correspunds aha to my
experience. The disagreements go much beyond lruch gross
categaries as "practice-oriented" versus "theoretical"
training, clinical education versus traditions1 clagsroorn
instruation, doctrinal versus empirical research. These
controversies, of course, abound; but svsn among persona
dedicated to highly themetical legal scholarship there is
~
which the work t8 ta
.
dispute about the p r e m h upon
proceed, the value$ to be advanced, and the methodology to
be employed. How are there acute disparities of judgnent
about what is good or bad, importsnt or trivial. uwfd ar
useless, to be explained? Surely fundamental e lanations
require that we peer over the boundsrisr of laga educstian
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d a m ~f law lecZzoois to echolam trained in the mmptiolas
and technlquer of other d M lines. Nor do I have mytkiag
1
but dmisa tim for the odf-ef
tlca tion of many law
protenors in n&er fields of l w n i n g perceived by Chsm te
be of r e 1 e v . n ~to their reaching and r&elsnh$, Bwt .t
~eruedo danger thstrome of our b-ttpfmg
kmchs!mmay
fall intaLa
kin&& limbo in which they are KWI-F
qwl'te
Iswyen but -,also not quHe philosaphenor bkvbrral
scienti~tr.Prss no b~w[s@t,whttsras
*Iadd%=ctra low
S C ~ Q D ~toS the mmwforn qf tham &her mivedfy .
department& t ~ ~to be
~ dm
e i ~ in a d.iN-ch
f~ a ~ ~ b j ,112'$t@r~
@~t
I must take care (o be &dentoad at thispi&. I arn cayfng
fhatif we are ~m213:iYlad
€0Waf law s€udlies something
1162.8~~
than a spmh of handicrafl. we am then d e d @pan
~o d s ~ b l ia~ttpeat~ad
~t
of prrobkmsvery mneh lib &me
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dilemmae id dffff cultie~.Not alrof them are 2 earthshakingseriourmeaa. One development entitled to passing
notice fig the increa~imglea h of leading articles and
student notes in American aw reviewr, a dimase mtpt
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manifested in quite so virullent a form, I believe, in the
Canadian journels. The one-hundred twenty papar4Mh
about equally divided between text a d foskz&e is not
quite the norm in my country, but it is not uncomnm. W b t a
are the causes of thia new gigantidm in legd wdlti~&?It'
must certainly be conceded that in some in~t&nie&.do
the
length of the aatkles is juetified rand ~eflectenew
aspiratiana and methedologiea in le a1 ocholardrip. It
reveals the view of law e~ public poficy, referr-ed to eadls~,
agd the recruitment of scholarly resources of a kind not
often exploited in earlier legel wrillng. This, of c?yre, is
not the whole story. In somemms the erptmwd.it&wy length
and complexity of the writing is a d k c t prnd,utz! d1.ah.e
confusion of values just mentioned. If, as fs dteh Ime, a me4
of premims must be fashioned and defended b & ~ r an
e
argument can be advanced, if one a n n o t a m m e eumrnon
ground at the stiarHng point, then length and m ~ p l e x i t yme
likely to be attribiutcar sf the writing.
Some of the difficulties of pursuing a discipline much
irnpl<icatedin values at a time when values are volatlb and
unstable take on an even more somber tone. Uncongenial
and intractable ~ocialrealities may tempt legal scholarship
into maneuvers of escape. One evidence of this may be the
rise of a legal literature directed primarily to how uestions
are tu be thought about mther than how they me to e
answered. How modern queetion~are to be thought a b u t
is, of course, aprofoundly importent matter; and I
challenge neither the legitimacy nor the necessity for such
conoerns,particularly in t h e ~ times.
e
There is a danger,
however, that our insecurity about ends as well as means
may lure us into a kind of Byzantine embroideringof
intellectual technique. The present dispoeition toward
elaborate model-building may at times reveal this
propensity. The technique has recently been caustically
described by Profeseor Franklin Zimring: "Step One, make
up a world. Step Two, make up a set of lawe consistent with
the world you have made up during Step One. The result3
are tidy. . . , but this process is either an amu~ernent--a
form of jurisprudential chess-or an exercise in selfdeception." I also believe that in many areas of gocia1 and
legal cancsrn Professor Zimring may be debt in sumsting
that our better cowrBe is to ursule a policy of ri~oraus
muddling through-"mudd ing through" because we mnmt
anti~ipateall the realities actually to be encountered by
lsimpl comtructfng in advance a body of poatula tes or
hypat eses; "rigorons" bemuse we are under ~bligation.to
search out conscientiouslywhatever alternatives of policy
era actually available to ua, to ~ t a t eas carefully as may be
the reasons fur prefeming certain alternatives ever others
and the depse of our mmfidence in such choices. Not only
is the temptatim to e m p e reality through the exaltation of
technique fatal to our capadties for ade uate s d a l
respanse, it contains the immediate eri of alieqating legal
scholars and sehokmhl f r m their lase in the lbgal
profession. I do nat cha enga the propriety of opening the
'

tbhvati0Eh c~ntury,that it ie beset by fiscal constraints,
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skepticism, and temptations, is surely no justification for
abandoning the goals and methods of such education. On
the contrary, that teaching and research significantly
occupied with the identification and analysis of values is
under siege in these times is perhaps one measure of the
great contemporary need for education based on
humanistic assumptions. Insofar as legal education is
concerned, I can think of no greater tragedy than that the
pressures of modern events and attitudes hshould weaken
our commitments to the humanistic ideal and induce us to
accept a regime of narrow vocationalism, a regime directed
to the goal of what a former colleague of mine described as
"instantaneous practicality."
My last comment suggests e query that a number of you
may have been ~hafingto put to me for some time. I shall
date the point as fairly as I can. Even clonceding, you may
wish to say, that law schools have obligationsderiving from
their nature as parts of universities, that they have public
responsibilities as critics of the law and legal institutions,
thet legal teaching and scholarship are of necessity
wncerned with public policy and its effectuation in many
areas, these obligations do not and cannot exhaust the
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agenda of legal education. For the law echool, although part
of the university, is a professional schad, As such it must be
concerned with the competency of its students to deal with
the needs of their future clients, some of whoas needs mey
be of wide sociql significance but many of which are of
importance?ler8ely to the elients themselves. Law scihools
also owe obligations to the courts end to the other agencies
of justice. Graduates lacking in basic c m p stenca are not
only a menace to their clients but also canstitute a burden
on the institutions of justice and en impediment to the
performance of their proper social functions. Before ending
the list, which might be much langer, one may wiah to add
that the law schools owe obligations to their students. m s e
students are not going to sit atop pillars in a, desert for the
next 50 years enga~edin philosophical contempletian. They
are, on the contrary, soon to be plunged into the practice of
law, and will be swept up in what is often a bruising,
competitive, and demanding regimen. It would be nice
[students tell me) if the law =hods could something
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particularly ilsvating about h a d i t i d d r u r o k
instruction that asptrars only to wht studant8 in abtdning
licemure. And there may be mu& that ir humma 14
liberating
more than
It is p ~ s s i l
enhance the intelltwtual content of the law reh-1
experience rather than det~imti Prom it. $u& train3
contribute a basis for understan f q g and evaluating
other partr of the ~u,urriculurn,
of strcmgthaaing the
command sf reality whit& is o Eaading attribute d mu ad
professional training.
Our dedication to tha reality principle rhould warn uu,
however, thet the recanciliation of humanistic legal
education with hrnands advanced under the rubric sf L
competency may be no simple o~teertainthing. Indeed,i t
seems to me, a diminishment of the humanistic impulse is
very nearly inevitable unless our will is artrong and our
judgment clear. The difficulties bedn in the inabili of
some sincete judicial and ~ ~ a c t i t i o nreformers
er
of aaal
education even to perceivi that perils exist. " ~ o m ~ e t t k c ~
is surely an end to be desire&'who would enter the lists
flying the banner ofl incompetency? But perils unforeseen
often threaten greatest harm. Same lurk in the efforts to
define the concept of competency. There irr no sing19 i
lawyers' skill; there are many. Skills vital in some types of
practice play no role in others. There ia danger that our
definitions may be insufficiently inclusive. Thus a group of
judges and practitioners urging greater attention to
litigation skills issued a report a few years ago making a
slighting reference to e seminar in economic theory being
offered in one of our national law schoolslYet for many
professionals a working command o h r t a i n kinds of
economic theory is today one of the,most important of the
lawyer skills both in their in-court and out-of-court practice.
'Fhere may be a tendency for some persons to acknowledge
and then promptly forget that central to any neani
concept of competency are the basic humanistic ski1 s of
reading, writing, and reaspning, as well as the vital capacity
to perceive the purposes and values that the law exprerses
or ought to express. I do not wish to convert this recital in to
a litany, but permit me one further observation. Most of UB
who are members sif the legal profesasion are dig osed to do
nothing by halves. We are self-sele~tedto revea this trait.
Most of us, whether we kpow it or not, are better at
advocating a cause or promoting an enthusiasm than at
balancing competing values to achieve n harmonious whole.
By the nature of thinga, thoae w h would
~
reform legal
education from outside the law schools may experience
particular difficulties in achieving this balance. The danger
is that sincere and able profesrrionals may be disposed to
impose rigid requiremmts with reference to course content
or mode of instruction on the law schools with little thought
about or ability to estimate the impact of such requirements
on the schools' ability to achieve their other numerous and
vital goals. Same years ago when I was so unfortunate as to
be a law school dean, I divided our o~ganizationof visitiw
alumni into smaller groups corresponding to the various
divisions of our curriculum. There were group&devoted to
our copparats courses,'trasts and real property, public law,
procedure, and the like. Members af each houp were
invited to study the offerings in the segment of the
curriculum to which they wese aeefgned and to make
re~aamendationsfor improvement. On the morning when
all a€the gron s reported their findin~s,the alumni were
interested to c iscever
r
that if all thdr recommendations
were to be implemented, our three-year course of
professional inrhuction would have to be extended to
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more to sustain them in the hard pull ahead and even
contribute to their making a living!
It is vital, it seems to me, that those who defend the
humanistic ideal in legal education should give the closest
and most sympathetic attention to these considerations. In
the United States and, f gather, also in Canada, voices both
within and outside the profession are being raised to urge
that mare effective means be devised to enhance the
competency of young lawyers and that new attention be
@vanto what is sometimes called skills training. It would be
~ b H for
y the law schools to ignore these demands for they
express felt needs. Perceptions of this sort can be
disregarded by legal education only at its peril.
Despite the evident skeptioisrn of such observers as
Professor Samuelsan, whom I quoted earlier, I have no
d ~ u bthat
t the essential needs for improved imtmction in ,
practical lawyer skills can be accommodated to an
educationat regime founded on the humanirtic ideal. I am
nut making e forecast. I do nor say that this accommodation
will of necessfty occur, anly that it can occur. Questions of
specific content and modes of instruction ere, of course, not
irrelevant fa the advancement af humanistic legal

something over nine yeam. Perhaps the story contains a
moral.
' I have rather the feeling at this point that I have our
heroine, legal education, strapped firmly to the rails with
the locomotive, symbolizing a collection of disasters,
bearing down upon her. It would be pleasant to leap upon
the scene and in one dramatic gesture sever the cords and
overcome the peril. Dramatic gestures seem in short supply
in this era; in atly event, I have none to offer. What, then, is
the course for legal education in an age when the ground
seems to shift under our feet, and what are its prospects?
Specifically, what path ehould be blazed by this young law
school possessed of an able and dedicated faculty, splendid
physical facilities, and promising students? My advice must
be meager and unsatisfactory. Of one thing I am confident,
however; no true achievement or security will be gained by
simply laying it safe. When the landscape is rocking there
is no re uge to be found behind astone walls. Educational
policy in the law schools during the closing years of this
century is likely to become increasingly pragmatic,
consciously experimental. We shall have to distribute our
eggs among many batakets. This is true because the needs we
serve are altering and we do not yet know very clearly what
form they will take and, in any event, the demands on legal
education will become increasingly numerous and diverse.
It seems likely, therefore, that if the law school is to flourish
as part of the university, or even survive, the law school
must become an even more pluralistic community than it
has yet become. This is not an entirely comfortable prospect
because it is likely to disturb the sense of organic unity that
is experienced when persons are joined in a common
undertaking with similar views about their purposes and
employing similar techniques. Members of the law school
community will be called upon, therefore, to express a new
spirit of tolerance, a tolerance not founded on indifference
or gained by suppressing critical judgment, but one which
survives contentions and debate because based on mutual
respect and on a poignant awareness of the fallibility, in
times like ours, of the individual's capacity for
understanding.
Let me not depress you unduly with my forebodings.
Surely the prospects for service and satisfactions are great
as the twentieth century turns. True, there are probably few
of us able to look about our world and attain the level of
exaltation expressed by Julian of Norwich: "But all shall be
well and all shall be well and all manner of thing shall be
well." Perhaps we should aspire to a mood and morale
located someplace between that extreme and the drunken
don's castigation of the nature of things. In the meantime,
let me wish this school good fortune as it continues the
intricate search to discover who we are and what we ought
to be.
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Francis A. Allen

ThaU.B. hpsem Court on nuary 14 head oral
argument b . a ~ u that
e hrs bat specific and genernl
significutoefi4tlaw ~tuhrdsafs:rpsdfic, bemule it teaches us
rounething ~ b b uthe
t particular meaning of double jeopardy
in death e d t y cams; general, btwmure in doing w, it telt
us oms ingabout .(he nature of legal rules and, hence.
about the an& af legal education.
The case. Bullington v. Missouri,asks whether a
defendant w b was mavicted md originally sentenced to
life ilnprironment for a capital offense may be resentenced
to death if he ir now reconvicttvd following the reversal of
his origiwl wmViction. The facts in Bullington are rtarkIy
simple. Robert Bullington, e white male, was c h a r d with
breaking into Pamelo Sue Wright's home with a shotgun,
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binding three nieHlbsss of her family, abducting the 18-year
old girl by form and later murdering her. Bullington was
found guilty by a jury and, following a subsequent and
separate sentencing hearing, Atenced by the jury to life
imprisonment. The trial judge granted his motion for a new
trial bacled on the ground that the Missouri procedure for
excusing women from jury service violated Bullington's
right to be tried by e jury drawn from a cross section of the
community. Prior to retrial, the prosecutor filed notice of
intent once again to seek the death penalty. The trial judge
struck the prasecutor'e notice; ruling that resentencing
Bullington to death would violate the double jeopardy
clause. The prosecutor took an immediate appeal, the
Missouri supreme caourt ruled in his favor, and the U.S.
Supreme Court granted certiorari.
The key to the a r e ie Molith Carolina v. Pearce,' holding
that a defendant who was originally sentenced to 12 years in
prison could be re%oentencedto 15 years in prison upon
retrial followinga reversal of his original conviction. T o
decide whether Btnliir~,@~n
is like Pearoe ar different from it
for double jeopwdytp oses, one must first possess a
standard for nrmuriqg ikeness and difference. That is to
say. in order to decide whether one double jeopardy case is
like another, er different from it, one must identify the
standard8 or values that inform the double f e o p d y
guarantee.
As I have rrugge9ted elsrewhere,~the double jeopardy
clause safeguards thfee separate constitutiond values, each
powessing its own particular wei ht: [I)
the integrity of jury
verdicts of not guilty. [Z)the faithful administration of
prescribed sentences, and 13) the defendant's interest in
repose. To resolve Bullington-indeed, to resolve any
double jeopardy problem-one must, first, determine
which of the three respective values is implicated and,
second, assess the strength of the state's interests in light of
the particular weight the respective value enjoys.
Given the foregoing standards, Pearce was a relatively
easy case from the prosecution's standpoint. because values
(I) and (2) were not im licated at all, while the third value
of repose was weight@ in favor of the state. The contrary is
true of Bullington: the defendant in Builington invokes hnro
of the double jeopardy values- i.e., the conclusivenessof
jury verdicts of not guilty, and an interest in repose-and
both are weighted in his favor.
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[Editor's Note: Prof. Westen wrote "Death and Douo~e
Jeopardy" for a January, 2981, issue of Rso Gestae, the
Miahigan Law School student newspaper. The subject of
the article, Bullington v. Misrouri, was argued to the U.S.
Supreme Court on Jan. 14,1981. The Supreme Court has
since decided Bullington, holding on May 4,2981, that the
defendant could not be sentenced to death following his
earlier sentence of life imprisonment,]

JuryV7erdicte iof Nat Guilty
The Court has said-that the most "fundamental" of double
jeopardy values is that jury acquittals (includingimplicitly
acquitting a defendant of a greater offense b solely
convicting him of a lesser offenoe) are "sbsa utely fina
and may not subsequent1 be set aside, even i f the
acquittals are "egregious y erroneous."B Yet the Court also
ruled in Pearae that a sentencing judge's decision to give a
defendant a 12-year sentence is not an "implicit acquittal"
of any greater sentence and, thus, doest preclude a judge
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from subsequently increasing the sentence to 15years
following retrial and reconviction. More importantly, the
Court has reaffirmed the rule first announced in the
case of Robert Stroud, the famous "Bird Man of Alcataaz,"
that a defendant who is convicted and sentenced to life
imprisonment by a jury in a unitary proceeding may be
resentenced by a jury to death following a reve~salof his
original conviction.'
Once again, in order to decide whether - Ilingt~nis
governed by the rule against retrial following an implicit
acquittal on the one hand, or by the rule of Pearce and
Stroud on the ather hand, one must first identify h e
constitutional value that underlies the acquittal rule. Fortunately, the Court last year cast light on the issue by
suggesting that the prohibition on retrial fallowing an
acquittal "is based on a jury's prerogative to acquit against
the evidence."=That is, the absolute finality of jury
acquittals is based on the unreviewable authority sf sixth
amendment juries to dispense mercy in the face of clear
evidence of guilt.
Now that we have identified the constitutional value
underlying the acquittal rule, we can see that Bullington is

significantly different for double jeopardy purposes from
both Pearce and Stroud. It is different from Pearce, because
the principle of jury nullification that informs the acquittal
rule is an aspect of a defendant's sixth amendment right to
trial by jury and does not extend to favorable rulings by a
trial judge. Thus, while the acquittal rule presumptively
applies to the jury's favorable choice of life sentence in
Bullingtcn, the rule has no relevance at all to the trial
judge's original 12-year sentence in Pearce.
Moreover, even if Pearce had been sentenced by a jury to

distinguiahable from Fear~e,bemms while aeatao~tqj
tn
Pearce involved a deaision rn to where to d r ~ w
a earnwhoat
arbitrary line between one and 15 years in prieon, the
sentencing in Bullington involved the atark-est of sifihsr6ur
decisions: the decisim batween l i b imprlwnrnant er d~ath.
Finally, Bulllngton is also diatingufahablefrom Sktwd for
purposes of jury nullification and, hence, %r purpoms of
the acquittal rule. Although Bullington and Stroud bo&
involved jury choices between death and life
imprisonment, the structure of their dedsianmekin wae
very different. The Stroud jury acting without atan tardl OF
guidelines and proceeding witdout inrtruction~r g d l n g
burden of proof, was allowed to exercise unbridkd
discretion at the close of a unitary proceeding in m~kingib
choice between death and life imprisonment. The
Bullington jury, in contrast, ww direetedlo act in the
fashion of a jurylaneking a traditional determtnatf on af guilt
or innocence: it was required to wake it9 decision at a .
separate adversary hearing on the basis of detailed deathpemalty standards and instruction^ regarding the
prosecution's burden of proof. Them difference8 are
significant because just as the jury's nullification
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prerogative is confined to either/or decisions regarding
culpability, it also appears to be confined to determinations
of culpability on which the jury's discretion is guided and
focused by separate submissions of evidence, specific
standards of culpability, and instructions on burdens of
proof.
To conclude, while Bullfngton and Stroud both involved
capital sentencing by juries, they are significantly different
from one another for double jeopardy purposes, because
the determination by the Bullington jury was identical to
the traditional judgments of culpability made by juries
possessing nullification authority, while the procedures
followed in Stroud more closely approximated the kind8 of
sentencing judgments to which a jury's nullification
prerogative does not apply. The consequence is that the
jury's original verdict of life imprisonment in Bullington
may be regarded as an implicit acquittal of the more
onerous verdict of death and, thus, is "absolutely final,"7
even if later determined fo be erroneous.

l I ~ u j l i q t o nelso differs from Pearce (aswell as Stmud)
with respaat ta the defendant's interest in repose. The
arpnent fop repose is to be distineished from the
argument regarding ''implicit acquittals." The acquittal rule
is e reflection of the jury's unreviewfile auth~rityto
dis @neemercy and is a parently absolute, o erating even
if t 9 jwry's vardld is ot erwise erroneous. e rule of
repose, tn mntrast, is not tied to the jury: It is a principle of
. res judicata, applicable to proceeding8 terminating in
miatrlistla, dismisrals and convictiane (as well as acquittals).
Moreover, alr a rinciple of res judicata, the rule of
repaes is not en a!I iialute: it seeks imtead to strike e balance
between the state'e interest in having a fair opportunity to
make its case m d the defendant's intereat in not having to
relitigate something that has or should have been fully
litigated before. Thus, the prosecution may appeal
erroneous pretrial and post-verdict rulings in o defendant's
favor, may a peal erroneous sentences in his favor, and
may retry a fefendant following a reversed conviction; yet
it may not try a defendant on an igsue that was fully
adjudicated agai.n~tit in an earlier proceeding, or retry a
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circumstances; in that event, ordinary rulee of res judicata
do not apply-no more than they do to the rehearing of
wntinuing dvil injunctions. The state in Pearce, however,
waa not such a jurisdiction. It did not use indeterminate
sentences or generally subject sentences to continual
reassement. All sentences were fixed at the close of trial
once and for all, sxmpt fur a few defendants flike PearceJ
who were unfortunate enough to be reconvicted following
~uccessfulappeala.
The real reason the rule of repose did not apply in Pearce
is that the resentencing there war not relitigation as
ordinarily undczr~tood.The prosecution in feorce was not
asking for a "second bite at rhe apple" in the fosm of a
separate hearing with adversary proof, instructions, and
burden of proof under specific sentencing standards.
Rather, the roasecution was asking that the trial fudge be
allowed at t e conclusion of trial to im ose a sentence that
was in accord with the evidence alrea fy before him by
virtue of its having been introduced on the issue of guilt or
innocence. To have ruled otherwise in Pearce would have
required the sentencing judge to blind himself to probative
evidence already before him by adhering to a previous

e

The prosecution in
Pearce was not
asfor a "second
bite of the apple". . .

defendant following a mistrial declared in bad faith over
his objection or following a conviction reversed for simple
insufficiency of evidence. Essentially, the prosecution is
entitled to "one fair opportunity to offer whatever proof it
[can] assemble" in a "trial free from error," but it is not
otherwise entitled to a "second bite at the apple."O
To see how Bullington differs from Pearce for purposes of
the rule of repose, one must first understand why the state
in Pearce was allowed to relitigate the defendant's sentence
after it had already had one fair, error-free opportunity to
secure an appropriate sentence at the original trial. The
reason wa8 not that the revailing law had changed in the
meantime in the form o new sentencing standards, because
the defendant in Pearce waa resentenced by the same trial
judge applying the same sentencing standards as were
applied originally.
Nor was it that the prevailing law prescribed "continuing
sentencing" based on changing circumstances. True, some
jurisdictions do employ rehabilitative sentencing standards
tied to continuing assessments of a defendant's changing
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sentence that might have nothing to do with the facts as he
then understood them to bet.
Bullington, on the other hand, is a p a r a d i p of res
judicata. The prosecution there is not asking that the trial
jury be allowed to impose a sentence in accord with
probative evidence that will independently be before it on
the matter of ilt or innocence. Rather, the prosecution is
asking to be e g w a d to present adversary proofs in a de
nova proceeding before ;a fury to be instructed under
independent standards of law-all for the purpose of
relitigating historical facts that the prosecution had already
fully and fairly litigated once bef ope.
Consequently, unless the prosecution in Bulllngton has
preserved a sufficient objection to the exclusion of women
from the original jury, it should be precluded by
constitutional rules of repose from seeking a "second bite of
the apple."

,

I suggested at the start that we miv t learn from
B'u1Eington something about legal rules and, hence, about
tegol edueatios. If euer there has been a rule of criminal
p~ocedurethat w e all assumed we understood, it is the
double jeopardy rule of Peapee, that a defendant who i s
reconvicted Eollawtng a su~cessrfulappeal may be given a
greater sentence than he originally received. N w
Bul"lingt01.m
comes alang and reveals that those of us whose
YcmaiwEedge of law csnsists of hornbook rules know less than
we thought we did. For however Btlllington is eventually
- decided, the very grantin of ~ e r t i o r ashows
~i
that the
Pearce rule-like all lega '"rules"-it~ elusive; that the real
waning of Bearce inhere3 in the balance of constitutioqal
values it.reflects; that if a s c h o ~can
l teach its students how
to identify and analyze such ualwa,.it can largely dispense
with hornboo~krules; and thee if a school does not equip its
students with skills of analy~is,no amount of learned rules

21. Westen, The Three Faces of Double Ieopardy, 7%Mich. 2. Rev.
1001 [lWOj.
3: U.S.v. Martin f3ner1Supply Co,..,
430 U.Q.
SM,573 (1977) ,("bnndamental"~;Burks w. U.S.,
$37 U.$.Y,16 11978) ("absolute
finarity'"; Green v. U.S. 395 W.S.1&3,190(1957) ["implicit

acquiYtaE"]; FongPrro-v. V.S.,369 U.S. 241,243 (1982)
. ("&regiously e6onsous") :
4. Srraud v. U.S.,
25.3 U.S. 15 (1911
3980).
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6. See Chaffin v. Stymckcambe, 432 U.S. 37 [1W3].
7.Burks. s u ~ r at
o 1%. To Be sure, if death penalty decisions are not
regui;adio be allocated to sixth amendment juries in the first
plaice, ~ hacquittal
s
mfe might be deemed not to apply to such
decisions as are left lo juries by legislative choice. The Supreme
Court, however, has never explicitly passed on whether a

defendant today is constitutionally entitled to a sixth amendment
jury verdict on issues of life or death. But cf. Proffitt v. Florida,
428 U.S. 242 11976).Indeed, now that death penalty practice so
traditiotra1sixth amendment
. closely app~exirnalss
daterminati~~ns
o~f~grriltor innocence, it can be persuasively
argued that the death enalty has b'ecomea mandatory sixth
amendment issue lor i n a l resolution by juries.
8. Bucks v. Uni.ted StoPes, smpra at 16 ("fair"); P~lkov. cannecticut,
319: 328 I39371 ("freeErsm error"); Bucks, supra at 17
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